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INTRODUCTION

At every moment of his life, man in exposed to sounds.

The sounds generated in a man' s environment are mostly carried

by sound waves. These sound waves enter the auditory system

through the external ear. The waves which thus enter the ear

canal stimulate the fluid-filled inner ear to be transmitted

to the higher centers for perception to occur. If the external

ear were to be directly connected to the inner ear, the latter

would have opposed and reflected most of the sound energy.

This is because of the higher impedance of the inner ear fluids

when compared to the impedance of air. Such a mismatch in

impedance and increased opposition to sound flow would have

resulted in a transmission loss of 35 dB (smith, 1968). For-

tunately, in human beings, the auditory system is provided with

a mechanism which reduces the opposition of the inner ear.

This mechanism which reduces the impedance mismatch between

the external and inner ear is nothing but the middle ear.

Thus, the middle ear performs the function of an impedance

matching device and thereby reduces the transmission loss by

25 dB (Smith, 1968). Sound transmission suffers when the middle

ear function is abnormal.

Impedance measurements for the purpose of detection and

diagnosis of middle ear pathologies are done at the plene of

the tympanic membrane. It may be classified as either static

or dynamic (Lilly, 1972).
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Impedance measurements although primarily meant for

diagnostic purposes also aid in screening programs (Brooks,

197ib, 1973, 1977a, 1978a; Liellau Nikalajsen, 1979; Dunn,

1978).

The use of impedance audiometry dates back early in

the history of audiology, since then science has widened

its horizons and shown new light.

In the field of audiology the progress in science and

technology has yielded beneficial results. Progress has been

made rapidly in all the spheres of audiology like rehabilita-

tion and management, diagnostic etc. In clinical diagnosis

impedance audiometry has gained special place of interest

as it plays an important role in changes of middle ear

problems.

Advances with respect to impedance audiometry have not

concentrated on only one aspect. The roots have gripped all

the aspedts, be it the equipment and accessories or the

testing parts.

As recently as six years ago, annual audiological conven-

tion programs were replete with papers dealing with the refine-

ment of immittance procedures as necessary inclusions in the

diagnostic aspect of audiological evaluation. For the past

several years, however, the well-deserved acceptance of immittance
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as a "Standard" clinical tool seems to have led to an inhi-

bition of further development or usage of new immittance

techniques.

Here, an attempt is made to survey the research in the

last five years. The difference in methodology, variables

studied and their clinical applicability are discussed in

the tabular form, for a more concise picture at what is

happening.
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CONCLUSION

The review of above articles reveal, the following

trends:

1. Through all 3 types of presentation - manual, automatic

and computerized, have been used a majority have utilized

automatic (76.23%) and others have used manual (21.23%)

and the remaining computerized (2.53%).

2. The subjects studied belong to including groups of normal

and pathological.

- Normal adults

- Normal infants

- Pathological adults

- Pathological infants.

3. Manual tympanometry is mostly done on infants (48.68%)

30.4% pathological) and less frequently on adults (13.18%

normal, 7.73% abnormal).

4. Automatic tympanometry in mostly utilized on adult popula-

tion (75.08% on normal, 22.4% on abnormal), and less

frequently on infants (2.49% normal).

5. Computerized impedance in totally used among adults and in

that onnormals (64.7%).

6. Tympanometry is done in all groups normal and abnormal both

infant and adult population. Tympanometry is most frequently

reported on normal adults (61.%) and less frequently on

abnormal adults (19.59%).
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7. If one looks at the kind of probe tone used, one comes

with the following observations.

8. 220 Hz - 45%; 660 Hz - 9% and both 220 Hz and 660 Hz -

45.45%. A majority of the articles have utilized 220 Hz

probe tone or both 220 Hz and 660 Hz as probe tone.

9. Comparison also reveals that, 660 Hz tone in exclusively

used among pathological cases.

10. 220 Hz tone is used among normals (60% of the articles and

both 220 Hz and 660 Hz tone is also commonly done on

normals (80%).

11. Impedance audiometry , the time tested instrument is a

valid way of assessing integrity of one's auditory system.

It is still regarded as an efficient way of testing

infants and finds a place in the battery of tests for

diagnosis and also in screening of infants and children.

The new areas in impedance are being explored for utilizing

it in more different ways. Using different probes tones

such as 660 Hz in one such experiment, impedance research still

focuses on normal adults for knowing the middle ear mechanism

better and such knowledge is being applied later to pathological

cases. This is evident from percentage of tests done on

normals and pathological cases.
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